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CELEBRATING

Last Half Term
Welcome to the latest edition of our school magazine, Latitude! As ever
our students and staff have been very busy and we have many awards and
performances to draw attention too.

As the football season draws to a close, I am thrilled that our Year 11 boys
maintained their tremendous winning streak in the Portsmouth Schools
Cup, having won it every year for ALNS! What a fantastic achievement!
Congratulations are also extended to our current Year 7 who won the
Portsmouth Schools Cup Winners at their first attempt and they now have
a great tradition to aim to uphold over their next 4 years at ALNS too!
Thank you to the PE Department for all of their expert coaching and my
warmest congratulations to all of our footballers (girls and boys) who have represented the school so
superbly over the past year!
Our social responsibility work continues to flourish! We are now an Expert Centre for the Global
Learning Partnership and have enjoyed another awareness raising RRSA week this month, as we
continue to promote the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. I still smile when I
think of our recent ‘Admiral’s Got Talent Evening’ which was organised by our dedicated Friends of
ALNS, ably led by Jan Andrews, with lots of help and support from our student ambassadors. As ever,
Ms Lucas was a highly entertaining compere and ensured that it was an evening full of joy and laughter,
alongside the poignant moments when we remembered why we are so committed here at ALNS
to doing what we can to help children in Portsmouth, England and around the world to have better
chances for their futures. The students’ performances were truly exceptional and it was hard to believe
that some of our soloists were performing in front of an audience for the very first time!
I am pleased to also draw your attention to articles celebrating our excellent Personal Development
Curriculum here at ALNS.You can read about our recent Uniform Referendum, organised completely
by the Student Council as they wanted every student to have an individual vote about what they
want for their school uniform in future. School leaders and Governors are keen to listen carefully to
our students’ opinions about changes needed in our school and we are working together to try to
incorporate these requests into our plans to develop the school in the coming years. Our Student
Council want ALNS to be at the forefront of anti-bullying work in education and we are proud to say
that we have become a Stonewall Champion School, with our students keen to ensure that all members
of our community (students, staff, parents and volunteers) work closely together to promote tolerance
and acceptance of diversity across our school community and beyond.
I do hope you enjoy reading all about the successes and highlights of the past couple of months here
at Admiral Lord Nelson School and are left feeling as proud as I am of our amazing young people! My
thanks go to the staff at school and to the parents of our impressive students here, who really do go
the extra mile to work in partnership together to make ALNS a fantastic school to be part of!
Dare to Dream, Aim to Achieve!
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SOUTH EAST REGIONAL

Swimming Championships

We would like to congratulate Hannah St
John Mosse, Alex Edge, Rhianna Pedwell
and Liam Budd for swimming their way to
success and qualifying for the South East
Regional Swimming Championships which
are starting soon in High Wycombe. After
seeing their qualifying times we have no
doubt they will go onto swim some brilliant
races at the Championships. We wish you
the very best of luck!
Miss Cooper

WORKSHOPS WITH THE

MAP Dance Company

On Thursday 25th May, 34 selected year 8 and 9
students were involved to take part in a dance
workshop with MAP Dance Company. MAP
dance are a dance company who are run by
the University of Chichester. The company have
just taken their dance performance on tour
around the country and we were fortunate
enough to have a workshop with them. In the
session students did some technique work to
start and then they learnt some professional
repertoire from the show based on a piece called
Wild. The students involved were challenged
by the workshop but really enjoyed the whole
experience.
Mrs Pascoe
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FOOTBALL:

Cup Final Crazy

This term has been full on football success, with both boys and girls football teams making the Portsmouth
Schools Cup Finals.

Year 11 Boys

The Year 11 Boys’ Football
Team made history recently,
winning their 5th Portsmouth
Schools Cup final in 5 years,
captained by Tom Andrews.
They beat Mayfield 5-2 at
Moneyfields, goals were from
Tommie Key, 2 from Lewis
Beale, Jack Avison and Alex
Andrews.

Year 7 Boys

They were up against Mayfield
in the final which ended 2-2
after fulltime, but the boys
secured the win in a dramatic
penalty shoot-out.

Year 10 Boys

The Year 10 boys also made
the final after some great
league matches. They played
Springfield at Moneyfields but
unfortunately lost.

Year 7 & 8 Girls
The Year 7 and 8 Girls’
Football Team faced St
Edmunds in their cup final
earlier this term, where
they played a very hard
fought game and came back
with a runners up medal.
They showed true grit
and resilience, especially in
the second half when they
secured some goals.
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RRSA

Week

The 8th – 12th May was Rights Respecting Week at ALNS;
our first one since becoming a Level 2 school earlier this
year. During this week EVERY lesson focused on making
one of the 42 Articles of the UNCRC (The United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child) explicit to our
students and reminding ourselves just why we are a Level 2
school.
During this week students experienced a wide range of
lessons exploring the articles which included song writing
using the articles in Music, child soldiers in Drama and the
right to privacy in Computing.
RRSA week ensures that the articles are made clear throughout the curriculum to raise student’s
awareness of their rights and how they are applied throughout the world.
On Thursday 11th May the RRSA Ambassadors organised Admirals Got Talent to raise money for local
charities and the orphan school we support in the Gambia.
It was an amazing evening. The theme of the night was Children’s Rights and there were several
presentations about the work and values of UNICEF.
There was so much amazing talent the judges found it extremely difficult choosing a winner and almost
impossible to choose between the fantastic singers and performers. The overall winner was Shelley
McLeod who was quite simply stunning and has the most wonderful voice. Well done Shelley. Joint
second was Cameron Bailey (aka Michael Jackson) and The Shooting Stars – Year 7 band – Laurence
Coqueral, Ria Harman, Callum Dowst and Emily Smith.
One of the highlights of the evening were Bilbo and Betty; Miss Lucas’ very cute dogs who exceled at
being cute but not really at performing. We also had a performance from Joe Waller from the X-Factor
who was fabulous and we are delighted he supported our event. It was a great evening with over 100
people in the audience.
It is so important that children are aware of their rights and that they understand this on a global scale.
RRSA week helps us to re-focus on the UNCRC and celebrate how proud we are to be a Level 2
school.
Ms Firth

COMING

Soon

LEGALLY BLONDE
17th – 19th July in the Drama Studio.
The cast is AMAZING! It promises to be a
fantastic show.
Tickets will be on sale in July. £4.00 for adults
and £3.00 concessions.
Ms Firth
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GEOGRAPHY TRIP TO THE

Bay of Naples

During the Easter holidays many excited Year 10s with Mrs
Smith, Miss Freathy and Mr Sharp took the short plane journey
over the Alps to the Bay of Naples, Italy.
Day one started with an early morning flight followed by a
visit to Herculaneum, a town wiped out by volcanic pyroclastic
flows following the eruption of Mt.Vesuvius in 79AD. We then
travelled to our hotel in Sorrento to get settled in and soon
found a gelato stand right outside!
Day two saw us walk up to the crater of
Mount Vesuvius where we learnt about past eruptions and admired the incredible views across Naples.
On the way down the volcano we stopped for a pizza lunch before heading to Solfatara, an old hollowed
out volcanic crater which is currently dormant. Here our
guide showed us the volcanic activity still happening through
the bubbling mud pools and steam being released from the
ground – it was very smelly!
On day three we travelled by boat to the beautiful island of
Capri where we admired coastal landforms and explored the
winding lanes of Capri Town and Anacapri. We then went to
the local bowling alley in the evening where Mr Sharp proved
he was the ultimate bowling champion!
Our last day involved a guided tour on Pompeii, a town
buried in ash following a pyroclastic flow from Mount Vesuvius in 79AD. We were able to see the main
square, numerous houses, hot baths and gardens including a vineyard growing the same grapes that were
around before Mount
Vesuvius erupted.
Sadly we had to say goodbye
after 4 great days but we
were all able to experience
a wonderful Italian culture,
learn a bit of the lingo along
the way and fill ourselves
up on plenty of pasta, pizza
and ice cream! The students
were incredibly well behaved
and we all had a fantastic
time.
Ciao!
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ALNS BECOMES AN EXPERT CENTRE WITH THE

Global Learning Programme

At the beginning of May ALNS applied to become an Expert Centre with the Global Learning
Programme and we were successful! ALNS is the only Expert Centre in the city which is really exciting.
The Global Learning Programme (GLP) is building a national network of
like-minded schools, committed to equipping their pupils to make a positive
contribution to a globalised world by helping their teachers to deliver
effective teaching and learning about development and global issues.
By giving schools the tools to embed global
learning into teaching across the curriculum,
the GLP is helping schools to:
+ meet Ofsted requirements
+ promote SMSC
+ prepare pupils for modern life in
		 Britain by promoting values such as
		 empathy, fairness and respect
+ develop and enhance enquiry and
		 critical thinking skills
+ improve pupil engagement
+ deepen curriculum knowledge and
		 understanding
+ expand global awareness
+ strengthen school ethos and values
+ support teacher professional
		 development.
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As an Expert Centre, ALNS will be hosting
training sessions for other local schools and
sharing resources. We are really proud to once
again be recognised for our commitment to
ensuring our young people are true global
citizens.
Ms Firth

A NIGHT AT THE

Circus

On Friday 28th April the Year 11 BTEC Dance
students performed ‘A Night at the Circus’. Each
student worked incredibly hard and performed
with passion and pride. Their audience was left
blown away by the standard of their work and
had high praise for each and every one of them.
Many were amazed by the range of different styles
including hip hop, ballet and contemporary.
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A special thank you to the other performers who
supported the BTEC dancers with their dance
pieces.
Another successful performance by all. Well done
and thank you.
Mrs Pascoe and Miss Nicholas
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PE DEPARTMENT

Highlights
Year 7 Football Spotlight Portsmouth Schools Football
Two of our year 7 students have been busy training for
the Portsmouth Schools’ team, drawing 5 all against
Brighton this month.
Kian Murphy and Robbie Davies have been playing
exceptionally well and they look forward to the
upcoming season.

A Big Thank You
The PE department would like to
thank everyone who handed in
Sainsbury’s Active Kids Vouchers,
we have doubled the amount
we received last year and can
now purchase some free sports
equipment.
We have until the 30th June to
count them up, so if you have
any more, please bring them into
reception.
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Upcoming Swimming Gala
Next month we head to the annual Portsmouth Schools Swim gala at the Mountbatten Centre. We
will be taking 24 students to represent Admiral with the aspirations of bringing home the trophy
once again. Last year we won in 3 of the 4 categories which led us winning the whole event. We
look forward to competing against the local schools and wish everyone the best of luck.

Year 9 Football Spotlight - Jack
Cobb
Jack plays for Waltham Wolves in the u14 Saturday league.
This is Jack’s first season playing for them and the team
won the League and Hampshire Cup double for their age
group. A big congratulation for his achievements, we hope
next season is a huge success too!

Admiral’s Sports Leaders Take
to Centre Court!
15 of our year 9 sports leaders volunteered at the annual
Tennis festival for 200 of our local primary school students.
They ran a variety of different stations that challenged and
supported those involved to improve their tennis skills.
They were a real credit to the school and we look forward to seeing them inspire more young people
to get involved within sport.
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH’S

Practice Expedition

Before we could embark on our trial expedition, we had a lot of preparation to do. Firstly, we needed
to learn how to read a map and to read a compass. This is harder than you’d think. We had to plan
routes, my group chose one that was 13km on day one and 18km on day two, a night camping separated
this. There were five groups of up to seven pupils all headed up by a teacher. We had to organise food
resources and plan our sleeping arrangements from sharing tents to carrying the load.
20th May 2017:
We met at a public car park in Denmead. My group was the first to all fully assemble, so we were the
first to leave.
The first part of our route took us through a cemetery which we soon realised meant we were in the
wrong place. This was an unforeseen circumstance that meant we had to turn back and re-join the road
we had just left. After the initial hic-up our route went according to plan. We reached our planned stops
ahead of schedule. Throughout the day we walked up and down bumpy roads going through fields full
of mud and farms, becoming acquainted with sheep, lambs, cows and horses. Towards the end of the day
there was one massive hill which we all thought we could go rolling down. What we didn’t realise was
that this hill was covered in sheep mess. After descending the hill, we only had 1km of field left until we
reached the camp site. When we finally reached our destination, our legs hurt but we still had to set up
our tents and prepare our food.
During the evening we organised dinner, we
cooked pasta and mixed it with our own sauces.
Later that evening we had hot chocolate and
marshmallows at the fire with everyone on the
expedition. By this time everyone was worn out
and was ready for bed.
Sunday 21st May:
We woke up at 7.15am and immediately started
breakfast. My group had opted for pancakes - that
didn’t go too well so we will remember this for
the next trip. Soon after breakfast we packed up
our personal belongings and the tents ready for
an immediate start to the journey home.
We set off at 8.30am and started the journey by going back up the massive hill we ended our walk with
the day before. We then went out of our way to find and look at a lake which was part of our planned
homeward bound route. This walk proved much harder than yesterdays as we had already walked a
great distance the day before. We had tired legs and feet and we had an unsettled night sleep making us
tired, just adding to the difficulty.
We arrived back at the starting point at 2.35pm where our parents were waiting to greet us. Some of
us were dirtier than others. We were all glad to be going home for a hot bath and a decent night’s sleep.
This practice expedition has given us great knowledge and experience which will help us greatly when it
comes to the real expedition in June.
Molly Harris
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CHALLENGE CLUB TRIP TO

Arundel Castle

We could not have asked for a
more beautiful day for our trip
to Arundel Castle. We met our
education guide, Fred, at the
lower lodge who gave us a warm
welcome and a brief introduction
to the castle history. As we
climbed the hill towards the castle entrance in the
sunshine, the grounds had a stunning display of
colourful wild flowers and alliums.

We learned about the Fitzalan-Howard family
(Dukes of Norfolk) and the Tudor connections
with the family Howard, also seeing precious
belongings of Mary Queen of Scots, a rosary, cross
and necklace, worn at her execution and sent to
her lady-in-waiting at Arundel on her death. We
also saw many other historical treasures including
6 original portraits by famous Dutch painter,
Anthony Van Dyck and two original Canaletto
paintings of views of Venice.

On entering the building we were taken to
the education room where Fred gave us a
fully interactive talk on the medieval history
of the castle, including armour and weaponry.
The students enjoyed trying on chainmail and
replica helmets, as well as handling a variety
of bows and arrows, swords, daggers, pole
arms and muskets.
After the demonstration, we started our
tour of the castle. We were privileged to
be shown some of the private area to enable
us to see the original Norman door of the
Keep, the motte and bailey and the Norman
gatehouse and drawbridge. While we were
in the gatehouse, Fred took us into the castle
‘oubliette’ a huge hole where he explained that
prisoners would be thrown during a siege or
battle. We could certainly feel the reality of the
battles at the time from standing where events
had happened.
We continued our tour inside the castle, looking
around the various state rooms including the
armoury and chapel; the impressive Baron’s Hall
where we learned that events and concerts
were still happening regularly; the dining room
and picture gallery; the drawing rooms, the
beautiful grand staircase and Victoria rooms (with
furniture made especially for the visit of Victoria
and Albert in 1846) and finally the library which
was everyone’s favourite room for its stunning
architecture and detail.

We had time to climb the 131 steps of the Keep
to the top battlements before lunch where we
could see views of the South Downs and coast
in the sunshine. After climbing down and taking
a walk around the dry moat to see the full castle
defences we enjoyed our picnic under a tree in
the American ground (an area with just American
species of trees).
After lunch we wandered up to the gardens
to see the spectacular ‘Collector Earl’s garden’
based on a Midsummer Night’s Dream. We saw
Oberon’s palace with his crown floating in mid-air
– suspended by a fountain of water. The gardens
were full of the wild flowers and alliums we had
seen in the grounds as well a blue and purple
irises. We also looked around the stumpery and
award winning Victorian kitchen garden where
organic fruit and veg are grown for the castle
kitchens.
Our final activity was a brief study of heraldry
where we learned the significance of colours,
signs and symbols with English ancestry. The
students had time to have a go at making their
own shields.
Miss Hudson
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PORTSMOUTH UNIVERSITY

Mentoring Celebration Event

A number of Year 10 students
have been attending mentoring
sessions held in school with
Ambassadors from Portsmouth
University. The course is run
over 10 weeks and covers a
variety of subject including
revision skills, preparing for
work experience, interview
skills, and options available at
University. Students are very
fortunate living on the South
Coast to have a number of
Universities to choose from if
they decide to follow this route
at 18.

The celebration event at
Portsmouth University
started with a welcome and
introduction to the day in one
of the largest lecture theatres
at the University where they
had a taster of how lectures are
delivered and took part in an
‘Exam Revision – Top 10 Tips’
lecture full of useful advice and
tips. Students were then tasked
with creating a revision booklet
‘Study Smarter not Harder’ with
their mentor, aimed at Year 10
and 11 students which included
a seminar delivered by Nick
Austin (a former student

of Portsmouth University) who
went on to set up his own
business which was the number
1 toy manufacturer of toys in
the UK – Thunderbirds, Care
Bears, Pop star dolls, Moshi
Monster toys to name just a
few. Students were given the
opportunity to ask Nick a
number of questions which they
incorporated into their leaflet.
After lunch students created a
short video on the benefits of
Student Mentoring.
Well done to all those students
involved.
Mrs Etherington

PORTSMOUTH

Book Awards

On Tuesday afternoon a group of Year Nine students
attended the Portsmouth Book Awards at Fratton Park.
Our students joined others from schools from across
Portsmouth and beyond in discussing and judging the
five shortlisted books: ‘Alone’ by D.J. Brazier; ‘Arena 13’
by Joseph Delany; ‘More of Me’ by Kathryn Evans; ‘The
Bubble Boy’ by Stewart Foster and ‘Accidental Superstar’
by Marianne Levy. The event culminated in the vote for the
winning story.
The students, who have spent the last three months reading
and meeting after school to discuss the novels, had a
fantastic time at the event and confidently and eloquently
represented ALNS. We’re now all eagerly looking forward to
Wednesday 14th June, when the winner is announced and
we meet the winning author!
Miss Flack
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NATIONAL SATURDAY

Art & Design Club

Highbury College have been running the National Saturday Art & Design Club for a year now and it
is going really well, their club members, including three from Admiral Lord Nelson school, have been
working on a range of different activities such as painting, drawing, printmaking, Photoshop and 3D work.
They have even screen printed some wallpaper!
Last term the club members visited Central St Martins for a
welcome talk and a workshop and then they got to explore
the Fashion and Textiles Museum. They are soon to have a
masterclass with a professional Illustrator and then in June
they will get to exhibit their work at Somerset House, in
London. Highbury College will be taking the club members
and their families up to view the exhibition. If you would like
to view the exhibition yourself it is open to the public 1218th June 10am-6pm at Somerset House in London
The club is part of a national programme, aimed to encourage
young people into careers in the arts.You can find out more
about it here: http://saturday-club.org/
If you are interested in attending the the free Saturday art club next term please see one of your Design
teachers who can pass on your information to Highbury College.
Congratulations to our students and good luck at the exhibition.

FOCUS GROUP:

Anti-Bullying

The Anti-Bullying focus party
have continued their drive
to ensure an all year round
focus on this issue following
a successful launch during
November’s National AntiBullying week.
Every classroom now has a
“compliments tree” where
each student has a leaf with
a compliment about them,
offered by another class mate.
There are students who put
themselves forward and are
now identified as Anti-Bullying
Ambassadors - they are proudly
wearing a badge and have
their photographs on Year
Noticeboards announcing that
they stand up to bullies. We
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C.Davies

are working very hard to keep
Anti-Bullying high on the school
agenda and it was very positive
to hear from our recent Ofsted
report that students felt that
bullying is rare and when it does
happen, it is dealt with quickly
and successfully. Looking to the
future, we have also signed up
to be an “Altogether” school
- a partnership programme
between the Anti-Bullying
Alliance and Portsmouth City
Council.
The focus group, which consists
of staff, both teaching and nonteaching, and students from
across the school, wanted to
look particularly at homophobic
and transphobic bullying this

year, which is becoming more
and more relevant in today’s
world. As a result we have
gained “Stonewall Champion
School” status which recognises
our commitment to stand up
to and educate people about
this kind of prejudice and
discrimination. We intend to
take this further moving into
next year by working towards
gaining our Bronze Award from
Stonewall.
Above all, we want to help
students gain the courage
to stand up to bullies and to
understand the impact bullying,
in all its forms, can have.
Mrs Holness
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STUDENT

Uniform Referendum

After some deep discussion about school at
the Full School Council a decision was made
that all students in Year 7 to Year 10 were
given the opportunity to vote whether they
would prefer the ALNS uniform to remain
the same or whether they would prefer the
school to consider a move a blazer, shirt
and tie. Students were also asked to vote
whether they had no preference.

TEEN

The School Governors and Leadership will consider
the outcomes and consider the next step.
Mr Hutton

Tech

Ten Year 8 students attended
the annual Teen Tech event
at Portsmouth Guildhall on
Thursday 18th May 2017. The
Teen Tech event is an award
winning insight into Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Maths industries which allows
the students to take part in
practical challenges, intriguing
encounters and explore
different industries and career
possibilities. The event was
hosted by Maggie Philbin, Teen
Tech Founder and Bang goes
the Theory presenter. A total
of 16 teams from a variety of
schools attended the event
along with 27 exhibitors from
STEM industries.
The day started with the
students having their first
challenge – to draw their
impression of a Scientist!
Maggie was impressed with
the fact that over the few
years of hosting the event, the
number of students drawing
female scientists has increased.
The students were then given
the chance to give their
13 honest opinions on a variety
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On Wednesday 26th April after school students
queued up to have their chance to have their say. 480
students voted (56% turnout). 56% of those voted
for ALNS to remain with the current uniform. 35%
wanted a change and 9% voted no preference.

of questions
about STEM
careers by using
electronic voting
buttons with the conclusions
appearing on a gigantic screen
for everyone to see.
All of the students then
commenced with the other
activities of the day, moving
around the Guildhall to take
part in the exhibitions. The
schools were split into three
different groups and did a round
robin of the three areas to be
covered; the Innovation Zone,
Insight Zone and Challenge
Zone. We started with the
activity in the Innovation Zone.
The students were given a
limited amount of time to come
up with a useful invention,
design it and draw it, then
present to the other schools
and event organisers. Our
students had assistance from a
STEM ambassador assigned to
our school and came up with
the idea of a small portable
projector which could project
anything from the internet onto
any surface, big or small. The

rest of the day the students
were in the other two zones,
meeting the exhibitors and
taking part in the activities
which included building a huge
dome out of lengths of metal
and screws. The teamwork was
amazing; every student actively
involved with lots of enthusiasm
to complete the structure
within the allotted time!
At the end of the afternoon,
all the schools gathered once
again in the main auditorium to
bring the event to a conclusion.
The electronic voting buttons
were used once more, repeating
the same questions from the
morning. This time, however,
the results showed much more
knowledge and enthusiasm from
all the students attending. I am
sure the Teen Tech organizers
were very pleased with the
outcome.
Our Year 8 students were a
credit to the school and had a
very inspiring enjoyable day!
Miss Edwards
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DATES FOR YOUR

Diary

Monday, 05 June		
Gambia Project Week 1
Friday, 09 June
09:15
Portsmouth University Trip - Year 9 Students
Saturday, 10 June		
Duke of Edinburgh Award Expedition
Thursday, 15 June
15:30
Year 7 and 8 Parents Evening
Monday, 19 June		
Gambia Project Week 3
		
Year 10 Exams
Wednesday, 21 June		
Year 10 Geography Field Experience
13:30
Year 11 BBQ
18:00
Salterns Academy Trust Board Meeting
Thursday, 22 June
18:30
Year 11 Prom (arrivals from 6.30pm)
Friday, 23 June		
National Women in Engineering Day 2017
Sunday, 25 June		
Summer Festival
Wednesday, 28 June		
PD Day 9:
			 Year 7: Olympics Day
			 Year 8: Prep for Camp
			 Year 9: Humanities Trips
			 Year 10: College Taster Days
Thursday, 29 June
18:30
Gambia Evening
Monday, 03 July		
Year 10 Work Experience
		
Year 6 Induction Days
		
Year 8 Camp
		
Portsmouth Music Festival
		
Year 9 Exams
Wednesday, 05 July
17:30
Governors Meeting (Curriculum and Standards)
Thursday, 06 July
18:30
Year 6 Parents Evening
Friday, 07 July		
Year 7 French Day
19:30
‘Friends of ALNS’ Quiz Night
Tuesday, 11 July		
Year 6/7 PD Day
Wednesday, 12 July		
Non School Uniform Day
		
Year 9: Portsmouth Water Sports Centre
		
Year 5 Maths Experience
Thursday, 13 July		
New Staff Induction Day
18:00
‘Friends of ALNS’ Meeting
Friday, 14 July		
PD Day 10:
			 Year 7: Boulogne/Alternative
			 Year 8: STEM/Environment Day
Wednesday, 19 July		
Sports Day
18:00
Local Governing Body Meeting
Thursday, 20 July
19:00
Performance Evening/Art Exhibition
Monday, 24 July		
PD Day 12:
			 Year 7: Performing Arts
			 Year 8: Stem/Environment Day
			 Year 9: Humanities Trips
			 Year 10: Africa Day
Tuesday, 25 July		
Last Day of Term
Thursday, 24 August		
Year 11 Results Day
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SUMMER

A
Z
N
A
G
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T
EX & FUN DAY
Sunday 25th June 2017 - 10.00 -16.00
Supporting CANCER CHARITIES
Venue: Grounds of Admiral Lord Nelson School, Dundas Lane, Portsmouth

Lots of community stalls, plus...
fairground rides, donkeys, American
cars, burgers/hot dogs/ice creams
SUPPORTING A WONDERFUL CAUSE
To book contact: janandrews0306@hotmail.co.uk
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